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Numbers: 
the Shock of 
the Irrational 
S O M E  S H O R T  S T O R I E S  F R O M  
M AT H E M AT I C S  …  
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Numbers and Numerals

Numbers are everywhere, and nowhere.

Numerals the names of numbers - words and symbols 
every culture and language seems to have them.

Beads on an abacus or counting board can be enough.

May be hard to say what numbers really are, as objects, 
but to use them it’s enough to have names for them.

Symbols, and ‘positional notation’, transform arithmetic.

(Imagine a calculator, or a till, working on words!)
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Numbers: their Uses and their Kinds

Counting whole [natural numbers, integers]

Measuring fractions [rationals], decimals, units

Labelling many kinds

Constants science, conversions etc,  many kinds

Solving equations   many kinds

'God made the integers, all the rest is the work of man.’     
(Leopold Kronecker, Berlin, 1823-1891) 

Other kinds: irrational, complex, real, algebraic, 
transcendental, surreals, hyperreals, etc, and special classes
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Prime numbers and unsolved problems
Lots of kinds of natural numbers : even and odd, squares, primes, perfect numbers, …

Prime numbers are building blocks of all numbers (cf elements in chemistry).

Number ‘trees’ show how a number is made of its prime factors.

Prime factorization is unique (e.g. order of Monster group).

How many primes are there? Infinitely many (find a proof!). ‘Largest’ prime?

Primes occur without obvious pattern, but their density is regular   !"

" ~ $
%&' " (Gauss)

Interesting kinds of primes: Mersenne primes, Fermat primes, etc

Prime pairs (11, 13), …, (29, 31) often occur, are there infinitely many? [Unsolved]

Goldbach conjecture: every even number ( > 2) is a sum of two primes [Unsolved]
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Pythagoras: Theorem and Myth
Theorem says: 
area(sq on a) + area(sq on b) = area(sq on c)

a2 +  b2 =  c2

For example, 32 + 42 = 52 , (5, 12, 13), (7, 24, 25), … 
are called Pythagorean triples.

Euclid gave a (long!) proof, now lots of proofs …
“When Pythagoras found that famous diagram, in 
honor of which he offered a glorious sacrifice of 
oxen...” Appolodorus (?  2nd century BC)

Historical sources on Pythagoras are fragments 
from long after he had died (see SEP). So nearly all 
are myths and legends. Probably was a community 
with interests in music, mathematics, astronomy.
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Proof of Pythagoras’ Theorem

A visual demonstration
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‘All is number’, and a shocking discovery 
Likely there was a semi-religious Pythagorean community which believed number was a 
fundamental ingredient in the universe. Some made this a kind of ‘number mysticism’, which saw 
whole numbers, and their ratios, as deeply reflected in aspects of natural life (cf ‘music of the 
spheres’, or ‘harmony of the spheres’, octave as 1:2, perfect 5th as 2:3 etc). 

The Pythagorean theorem implied that the length of the diagonal of a unit square was √2. It was 
also known that √2 was not a ratio of whole numbers (i.e. it was irrational). It’s plausible that such 
facts were kept secret.  Their discovery would have been shocking for anyone to whom ratios of 
whole numbers were part of the ‘fabric of reality’.  Lots of surrounding myths!

Such as that Hippasus discovered (or revealed) the secret and was drowned at sea as punishment. 

We look at the famous proof that √2 is irrational.
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√2 is not rational
Proof ‘by contradiction’ (cf Sudoku ‘dilemma’).  We make use of two other results: 

(i) if natural number N is odd, then N2 is also odd. So if M2 is even, then M must be even.

(ii) prime factorization is unique

Suppose √2 = a/b , where a, b integers with no common factor (use (ii) if needed)

Squaring the equation,  a2 = 2b2, so (using (i)),    a2 is even, and a is even. 

So a is twice another number, say c, a = 2c.  Substitute that in the equation in line above.

(2c)2 = 2b2   or  4c2 = 2b2 and then b2 = 2c2, b2 is even, b is even. So a, b have common factor 2.

We have a contradiction, so the original assumption must have been wrong, i.e. √2 cannot be 
written as a fraction, or a ratio. It is not rational, it is irrational.

⋕
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Calculating √2

An algorithm:   an+1 = ½ (an + 2/an)

If a0 = 1.25 (=5/4), a1 = 1.425, a2 = 1.41425, …

The first 65 decimal places:

1.41421 35623 73095 04880 16887 24209 69807 85696 
71875 37694 80731 76679 73799...

No repeats, non-terminating (28/6/2016, 10 trillion places!)
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Babylonians got there first!
Tablet YBC 7289. ( ~ 1800 BC)

In sexagesimal (base 60) the tablet shows  √2 
(written on the diagonal of a square) as

1; 24, 51, 10

which means 1.41421 296 (correct to 6 places)

This is the best possible three-place sexagesimal 
approximation. 
See Fowler&Robson Hist. Math. Vol 25(4), 366
Exercise: Be a Babylonian - what’s the best 
possible four-place sexagesimal  approximation?
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Number Line and Intuition

A point for every number and a number for every point?  Where are the complex numbers?

Rulers and rationals … rationals are dense (infinitely many between any two, no matter how 
close they are) – how can there be any more?

Pythagoras’ theorem says we need the irrational √2 to measure the diagonal of unit square

Surely √2 belongs to the number line?  Have a ‘gap’ in the number line at 1.41421 … 

Shocking for our common sense and intuition , but …
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Recovering from the shock!
The real number line can be useful, but also misleading.  A physical point, or mark, takes up 
space (if it is to be visible). A number does not take up space. ‘Between’ is only a spatial 
metaphor for comparing number magnitude (e.g. 1 ≤ d ≤ 31). There is (fortunately) plenty 
of ‘room’ for the irrationals, they do ‘belong’ to the number line. 

A good way to think of the real numbers: all terminating and non-terminating decimals.

Complex numbers are different (and don’t belong to the number line), they cannot be 
directly ‘compared’ in size with real numbers (by < or >). They are very naturally numbers, 
and belong in a number ‘plane’ [Demonstration] – but that will be another story! 

[Only in 19C did mathematicians give a logical construction, and definition, of real numbers 
(e.g. work of Dedekind and Cantor) and these have now become part of standard 
mathematics.]
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